
WRITING A PRESS RELEASE STORY

Every good news story should have a hook. The best way to write and format press releases for easy readability. Learn
how to do it right the first.

You can replace each component with your own information and adapt it according to your needs. Lead into
the reader's next steps: Summarize the article and include a call to action or details of where more information
on the subject matter could be found. What is a press release? Professional writers often spend as much time
on the headline as they do writing an article. You or your client need to find a newsworthy angle. Answer the
six W questions Every press release should answer the six W questions or more accurately, five Ws and one H
â€” who, what, where, when, why and how. Journalists also say they just want the important facts. This is
especially the case when you regularly send out press releases sharing newsworthy topics. When I was
heading growth at Polar, I used this method several times to get into major publications. So if your story is
about the the launch of the first financial planning consultancy for women, say exactly that. It starts off by
including a quote from a senior ranking official describing why this new release is a huge achievement for
Apple. Step-by-step guide to writing a press release 1. It has useful quotes from the two CEOs concerned and
includes the boilerplate of both the hospital and the technology provider. The body follows the inverted
pyramid formula and includes a relevant quote as well. You also want to ensure that it describes your press
release really well. By contributing to a cause aimed at promoting new energy in Australia, readers have a
reason to care about this news. Don't give up though; determination and a willingness to learn can take you a
very long way. Be Concise At times, a boilerplate can look like bragging. This â€” along with any other
additional information â€” can always be included in a "notes to editors" section at the end it's fine to run over
to a second page for this. You include the most pertinent details right at the top and then get into the less vital
aspects as you go on. Write a decent quote Too many quotes are put into press releases simply to acknowledge
the presence of a CEO, partner, sponsor, client, etc. Much like the headline, your lead distills your entire press
release into a few informative sentences. If the answer is "no", hold off on that press release until you've got a
better story.


